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What is ESG in the Municipal Market? An Overview

Credit Analysis Investing

Sustainability

How ESG factors 

affect an issuer’s 

credit rating 

including 

disclosure 

requirements

ESG investment 

mandates, dedicated 

exchange traded 

funds (ETFs) and 

indices, and Impact 

investing

Labeled bonds and general 

entity specific sustainability 

modifications (i.e. fleet 

updates to electric vehicles)
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S&P Global Ratings
How We Consider ESG Risks and 
Opportunities?





ESG Risk and Opportunities: Within our Criteria Frameworks
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– Through the ESG Lens 2.0: A Deeper Dive into USPF Credit Factors

– Provided an overview of our primary criteria frameworks and where ESG risks and opportunities are considered 

most prevalent

– In some cases, ESG risks and opportunities are material based on the weight within the criteria framework and the 

overall analytical outcome

– ESG risks and opportunities may become material when crystalized through an event





ESG Credit Factors and Credit Risk
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ESG – Environmental, Social and Governance. Source: S&P Global Ratings.
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Examples Of Key ESG Credit Factors





Where Is Climate Risk Evaluated in our Ratings Criteria?

Municipal Sector Sector Specific E-Factors

Water/Sewer Utilities Drought planning/water quality

Electric Utilities Carbon fuel concentration and 

transition risks/supply diversity

State & Local govt

Transport/Education

Housing/Healthcare 

Financial & Capital planning for 

adaptation & mitigation

All Sectors Potential impacts to property values

❶ Overall focus on management 
effectiveness and planning 

❷ Sectors have unique E-risks that 
apply to their assets or revenue 
sources that secure debt service 
obligations

❸ Often a qualitative assessment 
although incorporating data to 
inform our analysis is on the horizon
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Where Is Social Risk Evaluated in our Ratings Criteria?

Municipal Sector Sector Specific S-Factors

Water/Sewer Utilities Affordability of monthly utility bill 

when compared with county level 

income data

State & Local Govt Population trends, dependent 

population, GDP as % of the U.S.

Education/Higher Ed Enrollment trends and underlying 

issues that might be factored into 

increases or declines (ex. 

Birthrates, state population trends)

Transportation Service area economic 

fundamentals that underpin 

demand

❶ Demographic factors underpin 
social risk for most sectors in USPF

❷ S-risks typically will point to revenue 
raising flexibility or economic 
activity (strengths or weaknesses) 
that support or hinder an issuer’s 
ability to meet operational, 
infrastructure, and debt service 
obligations

❸ Often a qualitative assessment 
although certain data helps inform 
our analysis
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Where Is Governance Risk Evaluated in our Ratings Criteria?

Municipal Sector Sector Specific G-Factors

Higher Education Headline Risk, Board Effectiveness, 

Accreditation Issues

State Governments Pension and OPEB plan 

governance (ex. Conservative vs 

Aggressive assumptions)

Local Governments Long term Financial & Capital 

planning (ex. Capital planning that 

includes infrastructure projects for 

mitigation & resiliency

Health Care Broad Strategy and Execution of 

Mergers and Acquisitions

❶ Overall focus on management 
effectiveness and planning 

❷ Good Governance can mitigate our 
view of other E and S risks

❸ Most of our criteria frameworks 
include a management or 
management and governance 
assessment
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ESG Risks and Opportunities for New England Issuers
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Acute: Extreme Weather/Flooding

Chronic: Long-Term Sea Level Rise
Demographics

Affordability

Risk management (Pensions and 

OPEB)

State oversight of distressed 

entities

Environmental Social Governance





S&P Global Ratings
Transparency Efforts





ESG Paragraphs in Issuer-Level Research
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S-Credit Factor:





ESG Paragraphs in Issuer-Level Research
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E-Credit Factor:





ESG Paragraphs in Issuer-Level Research
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E-Credit Factor:

S-Credit Factor:

G-Credit Factor:





ESG Brief: Emerging Themes in U.S. Public Finance
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ESG Brief: Cyber Risk Management in U.S. Public Finance
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Top 10 Management Characteristics of Highly Rated Govts
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Management and forward-looking risk 

mitigation practices can help stabilize 

credit quality in the face of emerging risks 

or disruptions (like a pandemic).





S&P Global Ratings
RFC for ESG Principles Criteria





ESG Credit Factors and General Principles of Credit Ratings
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Questions?





Analytical Contacts
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Nora Wittstruck
Director – ESG Lead

New York, NY

+1-212-438-8589

nora.wittstruck@spglobal.com

.
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